
COVIDSafe Plan
We all have a role to play in

keeping our AV community safe



COVID-19 will be with us for some time, and our priority is to keep building our community
connections in a COVID safe way to keep our staff,  volunteers,  members and all of our community
healthy and safe. As a community organisation we also have legal requirements to comply with the
health and safety requirements of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).  

To do this Aspergers Victoria must have a plan with procedures so all of our community understand
our requirements to continue to operate safely. This plan will continue to change as our
environment and situation changes and as we gather community feedback on what approaches
work - and what doesn't. Your feedback is welcome at any stage, however we will have health and
government limitations in how far we can accommodate everyone's wishes. 

The COVIDSafe Plan is grouped into six COVIDSafe principles. These include: 
1.      Ensure physical distancing
2.      Wear a face covering
3.      Practice good hygiene
4.      Keep records and act quickly if someone becomes unwell
5.      Avoid interactions in enclosed spaces
6.      Create workforce bubbles
 

Please note mandatory requirements under public health direction feature this symbol.

We will also provide clear and regular communication about requirements as we learn about any
changes.
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COVIDSafe Plan

Regular communications and reminders
Work with our venues (Power Neighborhood House,
Hampton Community Centre etc.) to identify areas that
require floor marking, such as kitchen areas and
meeting spaces, entrances and exits and ensure that
appropriate signage is clearly visible
Where possible, allocate different doors for entry and
exit  
Establish contactless payment and check in via Wild
Apricot booking system and ensure everyone in
attendance are checked in
Support our AV representatives to create ways to do
activities that provides physical distancing 
Staff to continue to work from home
Continue 50% of meetings & events each month online
using Zoom and other invested technologies. 

Rearrange, remove or cordon off furniture in common
areas to ensure physical distancing, stagger seating so
AV Representatives are suitably distanced while
working, meeting and on breaks
Make sure that we adhere to all meeting & event
quotas and require attendees to be at least 1.5m away
from each other

Send an email &  Zoom meeting with all staff, suppliers
and volunteers to educate them about our COVIDSafe
Plan & strategies to maintain physical distancing
Continue to work from home where possible.
Remind our AV reps & community not to attend
meetings or activities if they are feeling unwell, or to
carpool to events

 Although AV is not a heavily restricted industry,  AV
Representatives will continue to work from home in line with
government restrictions and as these change then AV will
develop a Plan that complies with DHHS COVIDSafe
requirements. 



COVIDSafe Plan

Communications & procedures to ensure face masks are
carried for all face to face meetings and activities unless DHHS
requirements do not require them or a lawful exemption
applies
If masks are required, we will provide masks for those who
forget or don't have one 
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Clear communication to attendees about cleaning
requirements
Comply with all of AV venues (Power Neighborhood
House, Hampton Community Centre, NAB etc.) cleaning
and other COVID requirements.
Request attendees bring their own drinking bottle / cup,
(labelled with their name) already filled with the beverage
of their choosing
If catering is provided it is to be in single serve sachets (eg.
tea and coffee) and individual packets - no sharing of food
or condiments and the server will wear gloves and use
utensils to serve where possible

Provide hand sanitiser at all face to face  meetings
Ensure AV Representatives, members & attendees have
information provided on how to wash their hands
correctly
Encourage attendees to bring their own hand sanitiser



Ensure AV has a clear system for attendees to notify the
General Manager and Community Administration
Coordinator of any positive test result as soon as possible.
General Manager and Community Administration
Coordinator to immediately notify all staff, volunteers,
members & attendees who could have been a close
contact to a positive case at an AV face to face meeting or
event via email - and text message where numbers are
available - once a suspected or confirmed case is
identified.
General Manager to notify DHHS, WorkSafe and the venue
that the confirmed case attended and provide records of
attendance where required (in line with Legal
requirements, DHHS regulations, and our Privacy Policy)
General Manager and Community Administration
Coordinator to immediately suspend planned future face
to face meetings at that venue until a full and complete
clean has been undertaken. Registered attendees and any
close contacts (staff or other volunteers) will be notified
via email that these meetings will transition to Zoom
meetings until that comliant cleaning is confirmed by the
venue or DHHS. 
General Manager to notify those DHHS, WorkSafe, staff,
volunteers and members as required when the site is safe
for reopening and liaise with the venue about future
operations.
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Encourage staff to get tested and remind them about their sick
leave entitlements if they are unable to work while waiting for
a test result or are confirmed as a positive case. .  
Remind volunteers to avoid AV face to face meetings & events
if they are feeling unwell and to get tested.

Check in all attendees for Groups, Programs, Meetings and
Events (both online and face to face) via Wild Apricot and
ensure a valid mobile phone number is provided. 

Take the temperature of all face to face attendees before they
enter the group or meeting. If the temperature if higher than
37.5 degrees, the member will be asked not to attend until
they are symptom free and have a negative COVID test result
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All AV represenatives will continue to work from home
where possible to reduce the amount of time any AV
representatives are in enclosed spaces together. 
We will continue to use online meeting, activity & event 
 options as an alternative where that suits objectives of the
activity.  Also meeting in approved venue options such as
restaurants, sports or outdoor venues. 
Where possible AV will host face to face meetings, events  at
outside (sheltered) environments. Our representatives will
be instructed that if we have an option to meet outside
instead of inside to do so. See the attached list of suggested
venue options below.
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AV Representatives attending face to face meetings will be
limited as required by DHHS regulations and directives. 


